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Source: Kinder World Community Survey, 2022

I couldn't stick
with it.

It feels too much like
homework.

I don't have time to
meditate.

It's so expensive

Our early retention outperforms top 10% US gaming benchmark
D1 46% D7 29% D30 15% 





We can't make a
game to improve

mental health while
risking our own



Healing from trauma
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4-day work week

32 hours, no pay reduction

Three month trial period

US drops Fridays, AU drops Mondays



Wellbeing stipend

$150 AUD reimbursement per month

Incentive to spend every month

Therapy, hobbies, art & crafts, haircuts, etc



Team culture- remotely!

Hiring with culture fit as a priority

Inclusivity questions

Include team members in interviews

Extremely important!



#proud-of-me



What can you bring to your team?

Wellbeing as a core value

Survey the team often!

Prioritize work culture



Design for community

Identify the audience early

Inclusivity baked into design

Ask for feedback regularly





Ethical monetization

Making purchases joyful

Wellbeing activities open to all

Short play sessions



What is
Crowdhealing?

Dr. Hannah Gunderman, PhD
(they/them)

A group of kind people
doing kind things



Wellbeing activities

Acknowledgement of feelings
without judgement

Empowering kindness to yourself

Designed with psychologists and
wellbeing researcher



Community
encouragement

Acceptance
narrative

Kind interaction
reminders



From the players:



Players choose kindness

99.9% kind support
messages

< 1% Secret Samy 
message moderation



What can you bring to your game?

Model and empower kindness- set the expectations

Inclusivity baked into design choices

Design in close collaboration with community

Don't force positivity- it's okay to have a rough day!

Empower your moderators and community staff
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